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Maximum performance
K24150 mobile plant reaches a maximum production speed of 150 m³ / h.

Three hoppers ( 11.2, 10.8 and 7.8 m³ ) ensure maximum productivity along with unprecedented production
versatility. The 2.5 m³ integrated cement silo can be fed continuously from an external horizontal silo.

K24150 mobile plant is the best choice for
productivity and versatility currently on the
market.
The three hoppers, with an optional fourth additional hopper, allow the storage of different
types and grain sizes of aggregate.
In this way it is possible to optimize production
according to the different needs of the construction site, or to quickly change the production mix design.
All materials can be continuously fed during
production cycle, avoiding downtime and thus
ensuring maximum profitability.
To achieve maximum productivity, the 36 m³
horizontal cement silo is available as an option.

Products of Excellence
Double shaft mixer with 30 kW gearmotor and external belt with 210 ° rotation
The real heart of the
K24150 system lies
in the continuous
double shaft mixer
driven by a hydraulic
gear motor, capable of
developing up to 30
kW of power. This type
of mixer guarantees
maximum performance
with particularly difficult materials and
mixtures such as RCC
concrete, cold asphalt and soil stabilization.
All wear elements are interchangeable and in HARDOX® 450 steel ( 15 mm thick paddles and 10 mm
thick bottom ), a material that guarantees a long life and therefore a reduced maintenance cost, as well
as an almost infinite life of the mixer if properly maintained.
Both shafts are supported by 6 bearings which are protected by 12 sealing rings which guarantee
maximum protection for the rotating elements.
The upper door, with pneumatic opening, offers wide accessibility for manual washing operations or
maintenance inspections. It is also equipped
with two hatches, with safety grid, which
can be used during the production cycle to
supervise the mixture.
To facilitate washing operations, the K24150 can
be equipped with a medium pressure jet washer
( maximum 60 Bar ) with a flow of 150 l/min. With this

option, two longitudinal pipes are mounted inside the mixer which, during the automatic washing cycle,
project jets directly onto the mixing shafts, greatly facilitating the subsequent manual washing.
The greasing of the numerous bearings is centralized, speeding up a daily operation which is essential for
extending the life of the mixer.

The external conveyor allows up to 4.3 m unloading height
and a work radius of 210°

The external discharge belt collects
the blend and transports it at height
and distance, according to the customer’s needs.
The belt is equipped with hydraulic rotation and
inclination and controlled by the operator via

unloading point, it allows loading

remote radio control, allowing maximum safety.

on any type of truck, even unloading into a truck

During transportation, the external belt does not

mixer.

exceed the plant overall width of 2.5 m and
once the unit has been unloaded, it can be put into
working position instantly.
Thanks to its large working radius, up to 210
° with respect to the resting position, the external belt of the K24150 allows the operator more
options for positioning the plant within the
construction site, optimizing logistics.
With a height of 4.3 m from the ground at the

Uncompromisingly mobile
K24150 is a TRUE mobile plant, no need of a crane or other lifting devices
The K24150 system is equipped as standard with a stabilization system, with hydraulically extendable
outriggers, which allows the plant to be loaded / unloaded without the aid of lifting equipment, such
as cranes or aerial platforms.
Thanks to its extreme compactness, there is no
need for exceptional transport. The K24150 is
transported on a 3-axle low-bed semi-trailer, not
exceeding the shape limits imposed by road regulation.
Once on site, the plant can be operational in less
than 20 minutes, eliminating the operational
costs of setting up and dismantling at the end of
the work.
Thanks to the standard remote radio control, it
is easy to supervise the system during the delicate
loading / unloading phases.

12 “ color screen that allows you to manage any system function in a simple and
intuitive way. Main features:
> save up to 100 mix designs
> stores the last 100 production cycles
> view the weights of hoppers and silo
> manages auxiliary engine and optional cement silo
> view alarms in real time
> allows simple calibration of measuring systems

Multifunction remote radio control that allows the safe control of:
> hydraulic stabilization system
> rotation and inclination of the external belt
> auxiliary engine START / STOP
> START / STOP of the production cycle
> START / STOP manual washing

Mobile control panel with IP67 protection, equipped with 5 m of wiring that allows it to
be positioned inside containers or control cabins.
The control panel houses a USB plug from which it is possible to download an excel
file with all the data of the last 100 production cycles.
Optionally, a thermal printer can be mounted to print production tickets.

Guaranteed quality
Each material is weighed or measured, nothing is volumetrically dosed
The K24150 plant is equipped with measurement systems for all materials:
> each aggregate hopper is mounted on 4 load cells which weigh by weight loss the quantity
of material used during production. The belt extraction speed is variable and controlled by the electronic
management system of the plant through a speed sensor and based on the mix design set by the operator.
> the cement silo is also mounted on 3 load cells which weigh by weight loss. In this case, the
dosage is carried out by means of an extractor screw also controlled by the automation that supervises
its progress via a rotation sensor.

Water and admixtures are measured by very high precision electromagnetic flow meters
Even water and liquid admixtures
are controlled and measured by
the plant’s electronic management system thanks to very high
precision electromagnetic
flow meters. These devices are
not affected by the passage of
particles inside liquids as they
have no internal mechanisms and
can also measure aggressive and
acidic liquids.
The calibration of all measuring
devices is carried out directly
from the system management screen through a special guided procedure.
The elements dosing during the production cycle is constantly supervised by the electronic management system that
receives continuously data from the various sensors
( weighing units, flow meters, speed sensors, humidity probe ), processes them and, in case of incorrect
dosing, autonomously corrects motors speed to
bring the dosage back to normal.
This automatic procedure guarantees the quality and
accuracy of the production cycle, with no worries for
the operator.

Elite Equipment
K24150 offers full specs already in basic version
1

2

3

Aggregate hoppers ( 11.2, 10.8 and 7.8 m³ capacity ) equipped with extraction
belt with variable speed gearmotor. Each hopper is equipped with a weighing sys-

tem with 4 shear load cells, a hydraulic vibrator with variable speed that can be set from the screen
( vibration force up to 800 kg ), a hatch with hydraulic piston to prevent the spillage of material during
loading and 3 tilting sides that fold into shape for transport.

4

Cement silo ( 2.5 m³ capacity ) equipped with extraction screw with variable speed hydraulic motor. Equipped with a weighing system with 3 shear load cells, an electric vibrator, valve

for internal pressure control, filtering system, 2 inputs for external silo diameter 168 mm and a hatch
equipped with a bag breaker on the roof.

5

Double shaft continuous mixer with 40 blades in HARDOX® 450, 15 mm thick.
Equipped with an axial piston hydraulic motor coupled to a planetary gearbox and reduc-

tion box with parallel axes in oil bath, power of 30 kW.
Wear-resistant coating of the bottom in HARDOX® 450, 10 mm thick. Upper

4

inspection door.

6
6

Inner

7
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conveyor belt that collects

aggregate extracted from the hoppers and transports it to the mixer.
Equipped with fixed speed hydraulic gearmotor.

7

External transport belt with hydraulic inclination and rotation that collects the blend poured by
the mixer and conveys it at height. Equipped with fixed speed hydraulic gearmotor. It can work on a

210° radius.

8

Hydraulic stabilization system consisting of 4 hydraulically extendable outriggers, each

equipped with a hydraulic piston. It allows the lifting/lowering of the plant, totally empty, for loading/unloading from semi-trailer.
All commands are given via remote radio control.

9

Inspection platform with folding perimeter railing for transport, equipped with ladder for ascent and descent. Allows easy inspection of all hoppers and the cement silo.

10 Side doors with lock to protect
internal equipment including:

> water pump, filter and water flow

1

meter
> admixtures pumps and flow meters

2

> bituminous emulsion pump ( accesso-

11

3

ry )
> medium pressure jet washer pump (
accessory )

9

10

> diesel/electric motor ( accessories )
> diesel and AdBlue tanks ( accessory )
> battery, electric box and control panel

6
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Remote communication system ( accessory ) for exchanging information
between plant and the kimeraiotportal.com web portal. This device allows

you to remotely supervise the progress of production, send a mix design directly to the unit,
check telemetry of the various sensors in real time and have reports of all production cycles
performed ( stored forever online ).

Accessories

129 KW turbodiesel engine
It allows you to operate anywhere,
even on construction sites where
there is no electrical connection.

100 KW electric motor
A green and cheaper solution where
possible.

Jet washer
Essential for keeping the mixer in
perfect condition.

36 m3 horizontal cement silo
The only option to achieve maximum
productivity.

Automatic greasing
It guarantees perfect lubrication of
any point.

Cold asphalt kit
A must for those who want to make
the most of the plant.

Humidity probe
Infrared, it can measure any type
of coarse material, no matter
granulometry.

Additional side walls
Needed for loader buckets wider
than 3,3 m.

Printer
Usefull for work site documentation.

Web-based communication
It ensures continuous monitoring of
the plant and a complete history of
all the production cycles.

Dimensional schemes
K24150 - transport dimensions

10130

3498

642

3116

13741

3300

3300

K24150 - work dimensions

4236

3600

K24150 - external belt work area

210°

Technical specs

Max production speed*

150 m³/h

Max production fully loaded*

24 m³

Hopper 1 capacity

11,2 m³

Hopper 2 capacity

10,8 m³

Hopper 3 capacity

7,8 m³

Cement silo capacity

2,5 m³

Max grain size

70 mm

Hydraulic tank capacity

800 l

Height

3116 mm

Length

13741 mm

Width

2500 mm

Weight**

18000 kg

*May change according to mix design.
**May change according to additional accessories.
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